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Purpose 
❖ This document provides comprehensive guidelines and step-by-step instruction to 

client or site admin who will configure the SunNative shopping application. 
❖ It also contain detail information of SunNative application, its functionality, installation 

and account setup instruction for the application. 
 
 

Use of This Document 

❖ This document contain all information about the SunNative application and 
step-by-step installation instruction and also, account setup information for the client 
to install and configure with Magento 2. 

 

Introduction 
SunNative - This is an online shopping application which allows to walk away from the 
drudgery of general items shopping and welcome an easy relaxed way of browsing and 
shopping. This app allows to bring all the products together under one platform. The list of 
features offered by SunNative are as below - 
 

❖ Building the Plot - Brilliance is a skill which can be attained through efforts. Keeping 
the same in mind, SunNative magento application was created. The primary focus 
here was to make it viable for both, manufacturer and retailer. 

❖ Bringing it Together - The time came to bring all the products at one place. The 
designers and codejunkies here, gave utmost attention to the arrangement of these. 

❖ Best User Experience - Different sections were integrated into the interface to bring 
the best user experience for both; manufacturer and retailer. Also we took intense 
care from the design perspective. 

❖ Information Oriented - SunNative mobile app offers the opportunity to share new 
product information, discount sales information, coupons and freebies with the 
customers. 

❖ Search Products - It helps to integrate a massive list of products and so required to 
add the option to search products. This will help the user to surpass the long list of 
items and have a look at only those, he is interested in. 

❖ Wishlist - Apart from this, so as to keep the purchase smoother, they added the 
option to move the products to wishlist. With this they can reconsider anytime they 
wish, without wasting time to find them again. 

❖ Shopping Cart - The cart keeps all the shortlisted products together, with the 
respective price and discount availed. It also allows you to add or remove any 
particular item/quantity before the final payment. 

❖ Best Offers - Showcase the list of products available at its best price and offers. 
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❖ Provides Added Customer Value - It increases customer value by speeding up the 
product selection and order processes, more process security, increased flexibility 
around the clock, Accessing the right information - Cost Effectively and Increases 
process transparency. 

❖ Payment Methods - The payment process is what puts the “commerce” in 
“e-commerce.” There are two kinds of payment systems that is considered in 
Magento SunNative application.: a payment processor and a payment gateway. The 
current payment methods used in SunNative are Cash on Delivery and PayTm.  

Functionality 
SunNative Application 
 

1. Product - This function helps to provide details of a product which helps boost its 
appeal to potential buyers. The customers can get the product image with resize and 
swatches.  

2. Wishlist - The Wish List function itself serves as a way for your customers to select 
and track their desired items for purchase at a later date. Here, customer can add, 
delete product from the wishlist. 

3. Filter - This function allows you to limit the results to a reduced set that matches the 
filter(s) you select. 

4. Customer Order - This contains customer’s order and the order details. 
5. CartItem - This provides item with configurable and bundle option within the cart. 
6. Search Terms - A search term is what users key into a search engine when they 

want to find something specific. A search term can be a single keyword or a 
combination of words. This function helps to learn the purchase pattern of a 
customer. 

 

Installation Process 
SunNative Application: 

1. Download the package 
2. Copy and paste under Magento root directory, folder structure should be like this 

magento_root/app/code/Sunarc/Mobile 
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3. Go to the Magento root directory 
4. Run the command : sudo php bin/magento setup:upgrade 
5. Delete the di, generation and cache from var/ 
6. Run the command: sudo php bin/magento setup:di:compile 
7. Run the command: sudo php bin/magento cache:clean 
8. Give the read and execute permission var/di, var/generation, var/cache. 

 
Things Required in SunNative application  
 

1. Things We need from the customer 
a.    Domain name of the website 
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b.    Name of the Application. 
c.    Description about the application briefing 
d.    Icons in these dimensions: 36x36; 48x48; 72x72; 96x96; 
e.    Graphic Banner : 1024x500 
f.     Splash Banner : 2048x2048 
g.    App heading color (Default:#ffffff) 
h.    App theme color (Default:#283e57) 
 

Contact Us 
For any feedback or further details contact us at: 
products@sunarctechnologies.com . 
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